CHEERLEADING
The Cheerleaders / Kara Thomas  F THOM

DANCE
Pirouette / Robyn Bavati  F BAVA
Billy Elliot / Melvin Burgess  F BURG
Step up and dance / Thalia Kalkipsakis  F KALK
To Dance : a memoir / Siena Cherson Siegel  GN SIEG

EQUESTRIAN
Taking the reins / Jessica Burkhart  F BURK
Riding lessons / Sara Gruen  F GRUE

GYMNASTICS – ACROBATIC
Show stopper / Hayley Barker  F BARK

GYMNASTICS - ARTISTIC
Fierce / Aly Raisman  F RAIS
Cold hands, warm hearts / Jill Wolfsen  SF WOLF

NETBALL
Play the game / Nova Weetman  F WEET

PARKOUR
What we saw at night / Jacquelyn Mitchard  F MITC

ROWING
Head of the river / Pip Harry  F HARR

SOCCER
Lucy Zeezou's goal / Liz Deep-Jones  F DEEP
Lucy Zeezou's glamour game / F DEEP
Bend it like Beckham / F DHAM
People like us / Diana Mele  SF MELE

SURFING - FICTION
Surf ache / Gerry Bobstein  F BOBS
Surf school / Laurine Croasdale  F CROA
Surf sisters / Laurine Croasdale  F CROA
Ava's big move / Mary van Reyk  F VANR

GENERAL
In the zone : how champions think and win big / Clyde Brolin 796.01 BRO
Sports stars / David Llewellyn  796.0994 LLE
Get her off the pitch : how sport took over my life / Lynne Truss  920 TRUS
Shoe dog / Phil Knight [Nike]  920 KNIG

AFL
My way / Moana Hope  920 HOPE
Jason McCartney : after Bali / Ben Collins  920 MCC

ATHLETICS
Born to run / Cathy Freeman  920 FREE
Just another hurdle / Jana Pitman  920 PIT
Unmasked / Turia Pitt  920 PITT

AMERICAN FOOTBALL
I beat the odds : from homelessness to the blind side and beyond / Don Yaeger  920 OHER

BASKETBALL
My story : a life in basketball and beyond / Lauren Jackson  920 JAC

BOXING
Undisputed truth : my autobiography / Mike Tyson & Larry Sloman  920 TYS

CHESS
The Queen of Katwe : a story of life, chess and one extraordinary girl's dream of becoming a Grandmaster / Tim Crothers  920 MUTE

CYCLING
It's not about the bike : my journey back to life / Lance Armstrong  920 ARM
The Anna Meares story : the fighting spirit of a champion in her own words / Anna Meares  920 MEAR

DANCE
To Dance : a memoir / Siena Cherson Siegel  GN SIEG
Dancing in time / Diedhre Wauchop  792.8 WAUG
Hope in a ballet shoe : a true story / Michael and Elaine de Prince  920 DEPR
Mao's Last Dancer / Li Cunxin  920 LI

GOLF
Lydia Ko : portrait of a teen golfing sensation / Michael Donaldson  920 KO

GYMNASTICS - ARTISTIC
Courage to soar : a body in motion, a life in balance / Simone Biles  920 BIL

HORSE RACING
Seabiscuit : the true story of three man and a racehorse / Lauren Hillenbrand  920 SEA
Gai : in my words / Gai Waterhouse  920 WAT
SAILING
Against the flow : the story of the first woman to sail solo the ‘wrong way’ around the world / Dee Caffari 920 CAF
One girl, one dream / Laura Dekker 920 DEK
Lionheart : journey of the human spirit / Jesse Martin 920 MAR
Black wave / Jean and John Silverwood 920 SILV
True spirit : the Aussie girl who took on the world / Jessica Watson 920 WAT

SCRABBLE
Word freak : heartbreak, triumph, genius and obsession in the world of competitive Scrabble players / Stefan Fatsis 793.73 FAT

SOCCEER
Breakaway : beyond the goal / Alex Morgan 920 MORG

SOFTBALL
Throw like a girl : how to dream big and believe in yourself / Ann Killion 920 KIL

SURFING
Soul surfer / Bethany Hamilton 920 HAM
Beyond the break / Darren Longbottom 920 LON
Surfing mavericks : an unofficial biography of Jay Moriarty / Ryan August 920 MORI

SWIMMING
Body lengths / Liesl Jones 920 JON

TENNIS
Unbreakable: the story of Jana Dokic in her own words / Jana Dokic 920 DOK
Serena vs. Venus / Danielle Smith-Llera 920 WIL
Serena Williams : my life / Daniel Paisner 920 WIL
My life : Queen of the Court / Serena Williams 920 WIL

TREKKING & MOUNTAINEERING
My Polar dream / Jade Hameister 920 HAM
The girl who climbed Everest : the true story of Alyssa Azar, Australia’s youngest adventurer / Sue Williams 920 AZA
Into thin air / Jon Krakauer 920 KRA
Die trying : one man’s effort to conquer the seven summits / Bo Parfet 920 PAR

TRIATHLON
Sucking the marrow out of life : the John Maclean story / Paul Connolly 920 MAC

Search tips
Using the Subject Search tab in the Library Catalogue, search for the name of a sport with ‘fiction’ on the end. For example:
- Soccer – fiction
- Gymnastics - fiction

Or look for a type of sportsperson, with ‘fiction’ on the end. For example:
- Soccer players – fiction
- Gymnasts - fiction